From Never Cold to No Frost
This is not a how to so much as a what I did. If it helps the reader in accomplishing a similar task, then
the reason for this essay has been accomplished. JJH 20200331
We’ve had our 2005 National Dolphin for over 10 yeas now and from the very first trip, we have had
problems with the Norcold 1200 LRIM even though the 4-door freezer on top refrigerator was the
reason we bought it. I can still recall the “light” that seemed to go off in eyes DW’s eyes the first time
she opened the door of the refrigerator. I knew then and there that we didn’t need to look as any of the
other rigs. We put down money on the MH right that day.
I found out the hard way that you cannot have the rig more than 3 degrees from level. I had the MH
backed into our driveway so that we could load it up for our first long term trip. After loading up the frig
and the other things we set off and found that it wasn’t cooling at all. DW was not a happy camper: “All
of our food will spoil! What are we going to do?” asked at about 7pm.
We were camped north of Charlotte NC and I located an authorized Norcold Repair establishment just
south of town. They put in the factory recall circuit that “should” have been in the unit when sold to us.

So we went on our way…..
Three times I had to have the recall – fire prevention circuit installed until I finally installed the aftermarker controller the “Norcold Guy” sells.
We have been keeping the Norcold running off electric power all the time we are in the MH for the last
three years as well as being fanatical about having the rig dead level as part of our set up routine. The
title of never-cold is well earned. What is more, the thing tended to defrost when we are traveling and
the rig heats up we get a small stream flowing down the kitchen.
At the end of last season, I agreed to replace the Norcold with a residential refrigerator.
I did much research and followed as many reports on options and experiences as I could stand. In the
end the deciding factor was size. The replacement unit had to fit into the opening.
I decided that although two RV service shops said that they would do the conversion for me, because I
wouldn’t be there watching and making on-site decisions, that I would do it myself.
However, in order to KNOW just what the dimensions are, I had to get the thing out of the unit.
Disconnecting the wires and gas and water and electric was not a problem. Neither was removing the
doors and the trim and the 8 screws (four along the top and also the bottom) plus two that were
screwed through the base of the unit in the back of the frig. I was able to rock the frig towards me when
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I grabbed the base of the two freezer compartments, but the thing would not budge, even when a
super-bar pry bar was used on the bottom corners.
It turns out that the rubber-like sealant that was applied excessively liberally in the rear of the frig had
gotten under the unit and glued the construction fabric to the wooden base and the bottom of the unit.
After cutting this stuff away and prying from the front, the refrigerator was removed by two strong
young men.

After getting the thing out of the MH I could see what I had to work with and was able to take
measurements and start planning to put the Samsung into the space.
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Here is where I found a water filter (for the ice maker) I didn’t know I had. We hadn’t been using the ice
maker so not changing this filter was not a problem
The Norcold was resting on a shelf over the furnace. It turns out that I couldn’t use a shelf because of
the space needed.
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It turns out that the furnace is the determining size factor because it cannot be moved without major
exterior body work.
After much research and reading I decided on the Samsung RF18. I found the refrigerator (Samsung
RF18) on display at the local orange box store and proceeded to measure it every which way I could (get
away with).
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I figured that if I removed everything from the bottom of the unit, it would just fit into the opening.
First, I had to tear out everything that was in the way. As well as dealing with the very odd electric
outlets and circuit for the frig and the power line going diagonally across the back (that supplies power
to the microwave/oven & outlet over the sink).
The wires running diagonally across the wall included one 120v circuit that powers the microwave and
the outlet above the sink. I had plenty of wire, once I freed it from the cable ties and installed a junction
box on the left wall. Two romex type wires went into the very strange outlet. Although they looked like
regular outlets, they only had one socket, so the power for the refrigerator used one socket and power
for the ice maker was for the other one. Both wires were on the same circuit breaker. I decided not to
risk unknown circuits, so I installed a result socket powered by one of the wires and terminated the
other in the same junction box used by the microwave circuit.
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While I was at it, I decided to use some thermal paper I had on hand to reduce the infra-red rays hitting
the rear of the frig (I have it foil side out and just folded it over instead of trimming it off). Note that I
removed all the material in the front. I did the same for the wood across the top.
First attempt
I decided to use 2Xs for support under the base. I have two going from back to front, with 5 vertical 2X
supports as well as 2 2Xs across the front as well. The top is ¼” plywood that holds the 2Xs in place. I
figured that the 2Xs will bear the weight of the frig and the plywood is there to keep everything in place.
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The first frame was made of 2X4s that fit onto the base at the front. I figure that the frig will have to
stop about an inch & ½ short of the wall of the coach due to the wiring. You can also see some of the
2X4s that are under the ones running front to back and side to side. I put as many of these vertical
supports as I could fit around the heating vents. I figured that the larger the “footprint” the supports
take that stand on the floor the better.
This looks very pretty but 2/4s plus the ¼” plywood used up too much space. The difficulty is that the
control panel on top of the new frig extends above the top by about 1 7/8”. Although the front of the
frig will extend beyond the supporting base, the frig had to be slid in at an angle – back a little higher
that front and under the florescent light fixture on the ceiling.
After measuring from the ceiling to the plywood I found that I didn’t have enough clearance.
I removed all the supporting structure and slept on the problem.
I had the idea that I might be able to remove the rear rollers from the new frig and gain the space they
took up from the base of the refrigerator; about 1 ¼”.

I was able to examine the bottom and back of the unit more closely after the refrigerator was delivered
to my home. The rear rollers are set into extrusions that protrude from the base about the same
distance as for the refrigeration components, compressor & fan, about 1 3/8”. The axil for the roller is in
line with the extrusion for the compressor. I thought about removing the roller and mount with a
grinder, but then I would have to force the frig into place with the several bolts protruding from the
bottom, gouging a rut in the wooden support. Plus I would have to account for the extrusion for the
compressor if a shelf design as in my first attempt.
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My hypothesis
If the frig was on a solid base – like a floor – it would rest on its rollers. All the force from the mass of the
refrigerator would be expressed through the rollers. Therefore, only the places supporting the rollers
needed to be strong enough to support the refrigerator.
This thought prompted me to use a stronger board, a 2X6 for example, and cut slots for the rollers to
drop into when the refrigerator was slid into its space. I would need to cut openings in the supporting
structure for the rollers under the front of the frig. When the rollers are in their slots, the unit would be
resting on its base and I would regain the vertical distance of about the radius of the rollers, about 3/8”.
Step one was to make the front-to-back and the vertical supports out of 2X6s.
Step two was to make a template of the bottom of the refrigerator that had cut-outs that match the
positions of the rollers.

The front support created in the first attempt had to be reduced in height from the floor because I had
the support base level with the heat exchanger. Also spaces were cut for the front rollers. In the process
I discovered that the front rollers are wider than the rear rollers and were offset front to back which
means the gaps in the front support had to adjusted to allow for the orientation of the rollers in front of
the refrigerator.
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The first big squeeze
Installing the refrigerator was done in steps.
First, I removed the doors, the freezer drawer, the shelves and all the hinge hardware. Everything that
protruded from the front came off. This also meant that the housing for the control panel on top of the
frig had to be removed so that it could be squeezed into its opening. I planned not to have the ice
maker operational, so I also removed it as well. (see comment in “last but not least” section)
Two vigorous, strong young men hefted it into the MH and left me to reassemble the refrigerator.

I took the precaution to plug the refrigerator into its 120v socket after I reassembled it, to be sure it
would work when in its cabinet space. I also connected the 120v plug before putting the refrigerator
into its space.
The actual inserting the frig into its opening wasn’t that difficult and worked as planned. I was
concerned that if the frig was position in front of the opening and then lifted the vent and light fixture
would interfere. The evolution was to pick the frig up and move it diagonally into the space. At this
point the access hatch came in handy because I could see what was going on with the rear rollers and
slip the frig left or right as needed.
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The rear rollers fit into their slots but there was the disturbing ability for it to roll forward – away from
the wall. I put a wood screw with a washer through the hole in the base as shown above. I installed
wood on the font brace, that extends over the front edge of the refrigerator’s base to hold the unit in
place. With the screw holding the unit at the rear roller and the extension in front. The unit “shouldn’t
slip out of its space. (I know how rough the ice impacted roads are in the NE and that is why the piece of
wood in front if the brace.)

The brackets for the front rollers caused the slots in the front support to have to be wider that just the
width of the roller.
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The tilt is noticeable, but it turns out to be necessary.
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Last but not least
At this point, the refrigerator is in place an operating, but the LEDs on the control panel weren’t
working: they didn’t show the temperatures for the refrigerator and the freezer nor was the on/off
indicator for the ice maker working. This is not surprising as I had done an icemaker-ectomy before the
unit was moved into the MH. I dissasembled the entire ice making and holding mechanisim. I was able
to isolate the component that containes the motor and sensors. I plugged its cable into its connector
and let it drape into the space that used to hold the ice tray. After doing this the control panel worked
and the ice maker can be turnned off – as indicated on the panel.
Final touch
In one of the threads in IRV2 about installing ersidential refrigerators, I took note of a device that would
keep the doors closed while the rv is in motion: The Frig Fixer

https://www.recubed.solutions/

I figure this is a good insurance investment. I can just hear what sort of comments DW would make if
the doors swung open while underway and untold amounts of stuff did a high dive into the floor.
I am planing on using some plastic tubing, slit lengthwise and fitted onto the front of the shelves to
provide a bumper to inhibit things from sliding off the shelves due to the tilt.
I have also operated the refrigerator off of the generator and also the inverter. The first test was just the
inverted and house batteries, then also with the engine running. I noticed significant voltage drop with
just the inverter, but not below 13v. With the engine running the battery monitor showed 14v.
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Final thoughts
I contacted my usual RV repair shop and a second one, just for comparison, before indertaking this
project. I asked if they would do this conversion for me if I provided the refrigerator. After a few days
of contemplation, I got a “yes we can” from both. As much as it might have been nice not to worry
about the instsalltion options and decisioins I had to make in this evolution, I cringe to think what I
would have ended up with when it was done out of my sight. I also took into condiseraqtion the over
$100/hr cost in labor. I estimate that the cost to have it installed would easily have exceeded the cost of
the refrigerator ($1,500 dlivered with warentee) by perhaps a factor of two or three.
The process took about two weeks, start to finish, working four or fewer hours per day and skipping
weekeknds.
We are all ready to head out and enjoy the new refrigerator and now covid 19 has shut things down in
Georgia and it looks like we may be sheltering in place for the nine months remaining in this year or until
a vaccine is released for public use. Looks like I’ll have time to do the other things that needed doing on
and in the MH.
If you have question about the process or the decisions or the choices I made, just drop me a message at
jjhaydeniii(at)earthlink.net.
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